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But It's Too Dangerous

The moment Emily meets Anna, she falls for her. The problem is, Anna is married, and so is she.
Can Emily and Anna be together? Will they save each other?â€œBut Itâ€™s Too Dangerousâ€•, is a
heart-wrenching, emotional and realistic story about friendship, love, and desire.
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What a great story! I wasnâ€™t sure when I started reading where the tale of Emily and Anna was
going. Good stories are like that. They develop and take surprising twists and turns. It all turns out
well in the end but but itâ€™s not what you think. Itâ€™s a love story but also a life story.

A great little read. I sat down and read it cover to cover all in one sitting, loving it. The
wordsmanship was great and there was a lot of emotion that wafted through the pages. I'd definitely
look for more of S. B. Sheeran's work in the future.

It took me a bit too get use to the author's style of writing. It flows in an almost poetic manner. I
really enjoyed how this story played out. The characters are multi- dimensional and rich. Well done.

It is a very interesting fiction about confusing human relation. A young woman married much older

man. She first felt security in the hands of old man, but, she realized it was a huge mistake marrying
an old man in the wedding night itself. She eventually felt, marrying an old man is just like captivity.
Then, it paves way to woman to woman relation and forget all stress and frustration of family
relation for momentarily.

I didn't love this story - and maybe didn't get it. Definitely a character study, and yet I am not sure
that I really understood any of the characters. My search was for "Lesbian Romance", and this didn't
really fit - I don't want to give anything away but this didn't develop the way I would have expected
or that the genre would lead you to believe. Quick read, and maybe interesting, but be warned.

I really don't understand how this book had so many stars. It lacked any real character development
much less plot development. To sit there and try imply that Emily's relationship was abusive only
make it not be was stupid too. I'm glad it was so short other wise I'd be upset at my waste of time.

It's an ok read. I don't feel like it flowed very well. It could've been a great story. It was just lacking in
a few areas. I like the idea of the plot and getting the story from the different p.o.v's but it jumped
around a bit too much for me.
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